
Rule 45? of K^pr\{ is a -reproduction of old rure 3L2. prease
see G. O. MS. 198l69jHome aatEd i5_O_rgOg.

Rule 458 of IipM is a reproduction cf old rule l!43_
Rule 459 of FqM. The old rules 344 and B4b have beencombined with suitabre modifications 

- 
to suit lrre l"t"rt position,since brass. coDner, stainresJ .t""r -""a 
Hindalium vessers are nowextensively used' in prisons.- Ch; Ja 

"ute 
844 has been modifled.

Rule 460 of KlM. The old rute 34T requires change in viewof the fact ilrat Governmena d;- sanctioned one Hindariumtumbler in addition to Aluminium mug. prease see G. o. R'f!o. ^-2!-13l80lHome da_ted if:g:igso and Government letterNo. 2bb24lB1l80lHome aatea ig_12-_i9so.
Rule 461- of KpM is a verbatim reproduction of old rule 846.
Rule 462 of KpM is a verbatim reproduction of ord rure 34g.
Rule 463 of KpM is a verbatim reproduction of ord rule 34g.
Rule 464 is a verbatim reproduction of .otd 

rule 3b0.
Rule 465 of KpM is a reproduction of old rule Bb1.

Note:-rn^the 
-reprinted issue of Kerara prisons Rules 1gbg, rules350 and B-51 are ..ur, "up"ut.a 

--*--v I

Itule 466 of I(pM is a verbatim reproduction of ortl rure 3b2,
Rule 467 of KpM is a verbatim reproduction of old rure BbB.
Rule 468 of Kp-IVr. Tlie numerous types of Hospitar diet comingunder the otd rure Bb4 

"eq"i"es 
lrro"oudir'--J_il";g. il"iffi lTght of theehanges effected in outiride Gov;"c;;;t no.pitrG- 

"il"tii; basis ofthe recommendations.(pa.ge 9i) ;ilhu 4"p"il. "f tiiu Higl, powerCommittee on Health- s"ervic6s--(pai Coi"*iti""i:"Til" prisonHospital diet has alsg been -oainuiot the_same footing of thoserecommended (pai Committee Report) r"a-i&Jpi;-ili outsideGovernment Hospitats. FIe;; ;;'ih. extract from the pai com-mittee Report on the subject.

"pie.tary satisfaction of _the patients is far from ideal due topoor. budggtirg,. careress pooking,' inemcient hi.*fu,iii# methods
Tqja...k of hvgiene and ies.;heti".* i" ai"i;ilr;;r'-bfi'Lltipri.ityor / tary schedure as mentioned above is onif "tir"oruii.ur and notpraL lcal, eg. Diab^etic Diet supplied-in-or"- ir"".pitJi""is not aplanned Diabetic Diet and ttte'"5-is-no machinefy to arter thequantum accordins to each patient's 

"u.al-'i'iru"'dom"ptexity anathe variety of the -ogeparatiod i. u" Important cause fdr p'ferage,irnproper food handlirig and inemcienl Aistrib;ti;. - '"'
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"The above recommended diets are sufficient in calorie and
::r carbohydrates, proteins, fats and roughage and to -a largg

=t in vitamin needsl As mentioned earlier an average hospital
of 12 days is not going to make much of a difference in this
rd. The 

-cost per patient per ciay nearly works out to he less
n-hat it is at -presbnt. Modifications of diet for patients rvithG. n'hat it is at bresent. Modifications of diet for patients rvith

G**.es or diseasei of heart, kidney or liver is easy, hy supple-
E:ing on sulostituting the Milk Diet and Kan3'ee Diet recomrnended.
hi-chable items and items liable for fluctuation in quality are
fi'berately avoided. Cumbersorne ccoking is a-vc,rideC. Risk ofG:€rately avolcted. uumbersorne ccol{ing ls a-'/ciiueO. -r{lsK or
3od handling are minimised. Distribution is more simple, clean

-d at the same time food values are preserved. This dietary
r:edule can be extended to smaller institutions without elaborate
hnchen and accessories. The Committee have purposely avoided
r.-vegetarian articles except egg in lieu of which a strict vegetarian
r-. b€ given banana without tilling the nutritional halance".

Rule 469 of KPM refers to the old rule 355 with slight
=,rdiflcation.

Rr-.e 470 of KPM. The old rules is silent on the diet scale
:o be given to foreigners who happen to be confined in the Prisons.
To remedy this the new prol'ision viz. rule 470 has been introduced.

Rule 471 of KPM. The new provision has been introduced

=garding the applicability of diet scale in doubtful cases.

CHAPI1ER XXVnI

CLOTHING AND BEDDING

Rule 472 of KFM is a verhatim reproduction of old rule 366.

Rule 4?3 of KPM retains the old rule 357. Further in the new
rule another sentence has been added to amplify the material af
clothing as amended vide G. O. MS. No. 35 T9lHome dated 22-3-1979
and G. O. MS. No. 67l79lHome dated 7-5-t979.

Rule 474 of KPM is a modified form of old rule 358, which
includes the changes made in the supply of clothing to prisoners
as per c. O. MS. I{o. 35l79lHome dated 22-3-1979 and G. O. MS.
No. 67i79Home dated 7-5-1979.

Rule 4?5 of KPM replaces the old rule 359. The changes
crdered in the issue of Prison clothing vide G. O. MS. 351?9lHome
dated 22-3-1979 and G. O. MS. 67!79iHome dated 7-5-t979 necessi-
tated the replacement of the old mle.
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Rule 4?6 of KFM is a verhatim reproduction of old rule 360'

Rtlte4TTofKPMisaverbatimreproclrictionofoldrule36l.
Rule 4?8 of KFll{' The otd i'r-rle 362 cont'ains provision for A

and Tl Ctoss prr.o,,ir." i*i"rt "*u;*tt; 
accustomed to European

rnode of d.i'ess. i.ttiti p"iit;iii..rn li1p no relevance now since con-

victed pri;:onels "t:'?itti$ 
;;d;q''iitv are seldom retained in Prison

for long perlods" 'ii;;?; i1";';&ii"i"s *"0 bedding of A and' B

Class prisoners t*ui*^-'oo""icts)- netd be of Kerala pattern'
,Iherefore rr." 

"e#"!..,it{- 
+,id' it"s' no*"-*odified accordinslv. one

small itern viz. a".*oii ,;*i""or;^ lt* #;;^;idetr to tlre " icale of

clothing, since in ih"-"rd'"ttl*- ;'Co*b" has been provicied'

Ru]c4?gofKPMhe'sdispensedwiththeissueofEuropean
m':ile of dress forl-i- 

^*"J"g ciuis r*muie convicts as in the case of

male ccnvicts. i, ift?'"*io -t*fu-ottfv-an Intiian mode of clothing

ancl bc'Jding ha,s il;; ;;;tiinto rt,}"" female convict's" one more

-.jtem viz. ,,$terlir-;i s-ri'i#t^pua*t' las been inciuded uncler this
,uie o:r ttre }:asis it "ffia;tj;.d 

_giver-unaer chapter XX of Model

pr:iscn Manual urra-iu'i"ti.iUu""a'io fre an essentibl item for female

priscners.

Ru]e480ofKPMisaverlratimrepr'oductionofoxdRuleSTl.
Rule4BlofKPMisaverbatirnreproductionofoldruleS6S4'
tsu-le 482 of I{FM is a verbatim reproduction of old rule 364'

Il,rrle4S3ofKFMisar,erbatimreproductionofoldrule36S'
Rule 484 of KPM is a verbatirn reproduction of oid rule 36?'

Rule 485 of KFl\[ covei]s the old rule 3Q8'

Rule436ofKP}4isaverbatimreproducti.onofoldr'ule369.
Frile 4B? r:f Ktrl/I is a ner'v provision l:ased on similar provision

contained. under Cllipt"t kx or btodel Prison N{anual'

Rule 488 cf I(Fh'X is a reproduct'ion 'of old rule 306'

Itr:ie 489 of KFI'[ is a moclified version cf o]d-- rule 372' The

new r,ute dears wiiil;h;"1r;d;d"t'* u"a-"p+eep of the clothing and

Clothing l:tore'
Rule490otKFI/Iisaverbatimreprod"rrctionoftheoldrule3TS.
Rule '191 of KFI'[ covers the old rule 376' Pu.u1a*u' 

the-'res-

rronsibiii.tyoftheoffi*ersccncernedforanyclxcessiveexpenditure
bn cicl.hilg is also stressed'

Rule 492 of KPl\t cclvers the old ruie 374'

Rule4gSotKPMisaverbatimreprodrrctionofoldrule3?5.
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of old rule 3?5.

Rule 494 of KPM is a verbatim reproduction of old mle 3?0.

Rule 495 of KPM is a new provision for issue of "handfans"
to prisoners in places where no electric fans have been installed.

Rule 496 of KPM is a new provision which deals with the
storage of clothing of .prisoners admitted to hospital.

Rule 497 of KPM is a new provision empowering the Medical
Officer to order the issue of extra cotton or warm clothing or
bedding to any prisoner who needs them exclusively on medical
ground.

CHAPTER XXD(

EDUCATION

The old rules 275, 276, 277,280 and 280A flnd a place under
the new Chapter "Education". Since education in Prisons is adjust-
ment to social environment, great stress is laid down on the
educatiqnal programmes in Prisons under Chapter XXIII of Model
Prison rVlanual. The rules drafted in the new rules are mainly
based on i,he gulde-lines prescribed in the Model Prison Manua,l.

Rule 498 deals with physical and health education, academic
education, social education, vocational education, moral education.
eultural education and physical cullure. Some of the provisions
sosder the old rule 280 have been incorporated in the new rule.

$tule 499 is a v6rbatim reproduction of old rule 2804.

Rule 500 of KPM is a reproduction of old rule 275 and the
*wders contained in G. O. MS. 161l79lHome dated 27-LL-L979.

'Rule 501 of KPM is a verbatim reproduction of old rule
276A and B.

Rule 502 of KPM is a modified form of old rules 276 (C), (D)
and (E)

lVota:-Old n:Je 276 (F) has been brought under the Chapter XII
(Subordinate Ofrcers in General).

Rule 503 of KPM relates to old rttle 277 and conforms to the
guideJines given under Chapter XXIII of Model Prison Manual.

Rule 504 of KPM is ? new provision and based on Chapter XXIII
of Model Prison Manual.
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C}IAPTER XXX

CONVICT LABOUR AND PRISON INDUSTRY

Rule 505 of KPM is a nerv provision which lays dovm the
guiden-prin_ciples on Prison labou.r as envisaged under Ctrapter XXry'
of l\{odel Prison i\{anual.

Rule 506 cf KPM is a nerv provision based on the g^uide-iines
given uncl.er chapter xxrv of Model Prison Manual whiclr-elaborates
the scope of emp.loyment of prisoners.

Rule 507 of KFM covers the old rule 3??.

Rule 508 of KPM gives t_he details of the procedure f,or alloting I

work. This provision amplifies the old rule 3g4.

Rule 509 is a new provision which enumerate the factors that
determine the standard tasks. trt is based on the provisions con-
tained und.er Ch.apter XXIV of Model Pri.son Manuat.

Rule 510 of KPI{ deals with the elemeniary facilities that are
to he provided in each Frison Manufactory Unit.

Rule 511 of KFM is a new provision lcased on Chapter XXIV
of lvfodel .Prison Manual on conditions of work.

- Rrl.l" 512 of KfM- r-s- a_ ley provision that has been adopted
from t pter: XXXV of l\{odel Prison Manual.

Rule 513 of KPI\4 is a verbatim reproduction of old rule Bg2.

Rule 514 of KPM is a verbatim reproduction of old rule 8g6.
Ruie 515 of KPM is a verbatim reprodugtion of old rule 397.
Rule 5i-6 of I(PM is a reproduction of old rule Bg8.

_ . Sirnitrar provisions are gtven unfur Chapter XXIV of Model
Frison Manual.

Ruie 517 of KPM is a verbatim reproduction of old rule B9g.
Rule 5i-8 of KPM is a verbatim reproduction of old rule 400.

Rule 519 of KFM is a verbatim reproduction of old rule 400A.
This is also in conformity wit! the guicieJines given under chapterXXIV of l\{odei Prison Manual.

Rule 520 of KPM is a verbatim reproduction of old rule 401
and similar to the guide-lines given under chapter xxrv of Model
Prison Manual.

Rule 52L of KPM is a verbatim reproduction of old rule 402.
similar provision exists under chapter xxrv of Model prison
htariual.
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Rule 522 of KPM is a verbatim reproduction of old rule 388.

Rule 523 of KPM is a verbatim reproduction of old rule 390.

Rule 524 of KPM is a modified version of old rule 382 and is
based on the time-table given under the new rule 348.

Rule 525 of KPM. The old Rules 378. 379. 380 and 383 have
been suitably amended in accordance with the revised schedule of
wages as, sanctioned vide G. O. MS. 5480Home C.ated 31-5-1980.
A revised Appendix of the schedule of tasks has also been prepared.

Rule 526 of KPM. This is a new provision intended to provide
tasks for female, youthful offenders and convicts attendins 

^School.

This also covers rule 403.

Rule 527 of KPM. This is a verbatim reproduction of old
rule 404.

F.ule 528 of KPM is a reproduction of old rule 40b.

Rule 529 of KPM is a verbatim reproduction of old rule 406.- Rule 530 of KPM is a verbatim reproduction of old rule 408.

Rule 531 of KPM is a verbatim reproduction of old rule 410.

Rule 532 of KPM is a new provision based on the guidelines
given under Chapter XXIV of Model Prison Manual.

RuIe 533 of KPM is a reproduction of old rule 3g1.

Rule 534 of KPNI is a new provision to emphasise the facts
that prisoners have no right to wages.

Rule 535 of KPM. The old rule 3?8 required modification in
view of the changes effected in the schedule oT wages.

Rule 536 of KPM. The old rute 379 required modification in
view_of th-e changes that have been brouglit into effect in the
scheduie of wages for untasked labour.

Rule 537 of KPM is a modified version of old rule 880. conse-
quent on the changes effected on the lines of revised Government
orders e.nhancing t]:e rate. To avoid notification amending the
rule each time a revision of wages takes place, it is mention"ed in
the new rule that the rate will be "as fixed by Government from
time to time".

Rule 538 of KPM covers the old rule 381.

Rule 539 of KPM. The old rule 384 required modification in
v_iew of tlt"- ._tto+g"tbrought into effect by vide G. O. MS. 122l78l
Home dated 76-t2-L978.

16j363i lIVIC.



Rule 540 of KPM is a reproduction of old rule 384A'

Rule 541 of KPM is a verbatim reproduction of old rule 385'

Ruie 542 of KPM is a verbatim reproduction of old rule 38b.

Rute 543 of KPM is a verbatim reproduction of old rule 387'

Rule 544 of KPM is a verbatim reproduction of old rule 389,

Rule 545 of KPM is a reproduction of old rule 393'

iiule 546 of KPM is verbatim reproduction of old rule 411.

Rule 54? of KPM is a verbatim reproduction of old rule 412.

Fiule 548 of KPM is a reproduction of old nrie 413.

trule 549 of KPM is a reproduction of old rule 415.

-Note;-The old rule 414 need not be retainetl, in view of the
fact that the Prison Manufacto'ries are not under-
taking the manufacture of goods basecl cn any wlitten
agreement.

Rule 550 of KPM is a reproduction of old rule 40?.

Nofe;-Old rule 418 is not retained separately since the contents
of this rule form part of new rules 505 and 532.

Itrrle 551 of KPM is a reproduction of old rule 409.

itule 552 of KPM is a reproduction of old niie 416'

trtule 553 of KPM is a reproduction of old rule 417.

Itule 554 of KPM is a reproduction of old rule 419.

Itute 555 of KPM is a reproduction of old rule 420.

Rule 556 of KPM is a reproduction of old rule 422.

ltule 55? of KPM. The old rule 42L has been modified to suit
the practical needs of maintaining staff quarters and premises.

Rule 558 of KPM is a new provision incorporated bo stress the
role c,f warders in charge of extra-mural gangs

Ilule 559 of KPM is a new provision giving due importance to
the convict Officer detailed for work in the extra-mural gang.

Rule 560 of KPM is a new provision regariling the guarding
arrangements when there are large number of pris,:ners in an extra
rnural gang in special circumstances.

Rule 561, 562, 563, 564, 565 are new pl'ovisions adopted from
the guidelined given under Chapter XXV of'Model Prison Manual.
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CIIAPTER XXXI

DISPOSAL OF PROPERTY AND MONEY

Rule 566 of KPM covers the old ruie 423. I3esides, adclitions
have been made to amPlifY the rule.

Rule 56? of KPM is a verbatim reproduction of .-rld rule 424,

Rule 568 of KPM covers the old rule 425'

Rule 569 of KPM is a verbatim reproduetion of old rule 426

Rule 5?0 of KPM is a reproduction of old' rule 427'

Rule 5?1 of KPM is a verbatim reproduction of oi.J rule 428.

Rule 5?2 of KPM is a verbatim reproduction of oic rule 432.

Rule 573 0f KPM is a modified version of old rule 431. The
tt"* 

"rfu- "on"*u 
also the property of escaped or re'leased prisoner.

Rule 574 of KPM is a new provision which rieals with the
unclaimed properties of released prisoners.

Rule 5?5 of KPM is a verbatim reproduction of oid rule 429.

Rule 576 of KPM is a verbatim reproduction of old rule 430.

Itule 5?? of KPM is a new provision which explains tle pro'
ceclure for handing over the piisoners propert)'- to reiatives or
friends. This is a inodified version of old rule '128'

CI{A.PTER XXXII

INTERVIEWS .AND COMMUNICATIONS WITH PRISONERS

Rule 578 of KPM is partly an adoption of old rule 435'

A4di,uional provisions have alio been included in line with _the pro.

"liili*" """taioe6 
under Chapter XXXI of Model Pi^ison Manual.

Rirte 5?9 of KPM is modified version of oid rule 436 and
includes orders contained in G. o. MS. No. 55180 Home dated
31-5-1980.

Rule 580 of KPM is a verbatim reproduction of old rule 43?,

Rule 581 of KPM is a modified version of old mle 441. The
crranges madc are in line with tlt" gulde-un_es given under
ChapTer XXII of Model Prison Manual and include:: ihe facilities
thaf are to be provided at the interview room or any other place
of interview fixed by the Supenintendent'
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of leave. This is in line with the principles given under chapter XXX
of Mociel Prison Manual.

Rule 604 of KPM covers the latter part of oid rule 452-8.

Rule 605 of KPM is a verbatim reproduction of old rule 453.

Rule 606 of KPM is a verbatim reproduction of old rule 454'

Rule 60? of KPM. The old rule 455 has be'en amplif;ed to
rurclude the provisions contained under Chapter ;(XX of Model
Prison Manual also.

Rule 608 of KPM represents the old ruie ,156. Another
paragraph has also been added to clarify the rule.

Rule 609 of KPM. The old rule 457 has been modified to make
the provision specific.

Rule/610 of KPM is a verbatim reproductiou of oid rule 457-A.

Rule 611 of KPM. This is a new provision based on the one
given under Chapter XXXII of Model Prison Manual'

In the old rule there is no specific provision to determine the
case of those coming under the Union List and those whose release
may have repercussions elsewhere in the country.

Iiule 612 of KPM is a reproduction of old rulc 458.

Rule 613 of KPM is a reproduction of old rule 459.

Rule 614 of KPM is a verbatim reproductiou of old rule 460.

ltule 615 of KPM is a reproduction of old ruic 456-4.

Rule 616 of KPM is a reproduction of old ruic 461.

Rrrle 617 of i(PM is a verbatim reproduction of old ruie 462.

RuIe 618 of KPM is a verbatim reproduction of old rule 463.

Rule 619 of KPM is a verbatim reproduction cf .old rule' 464.

Rule 620 of KPM is a verbatim reproduction of old Rule 465.

Rule 621 of KPM is a verbatim reproduction old rule 466.

Rule 622 of KPM is a new provision. Since thcre are occa-
s,ions when a pr;isoner released on leave applies for extension
and as there is no.provisionjn the old rules how to deal with such
cases, a new provision has been introduced.

Rule 623 of KPM is a new provision. This is based on the
guidelines given under Chapter III of Model Prison lr,lanual.

Rule 624 of KPM. This is a new provision which iays down
the procedure when the prisoner commits a breach of Prison
clisci6rline after subrnission of leave application.


